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                 Article Writing                
                 Please answer all the questions below! 1. What is “improvisation”?   2. Describe the “swing” rhythm.   3. What are the three “jazz values” mentioned in the unit?   4. List and describe the 5 elements                Please answer all the questions below! 1. What is “improvisation”?   2. Describe the “swing” rhythm.   3. What are the three “jazz values” mentioned in the unit?   4. List and describe the 5 elements

                Jazz basics Attempting a definition  Jazz is about spontaneity.   Jazz is about personality.  Jazz is about risk.  Jazz is about skill.   Jazz is about originality. Trying to define jazz can be a daunting task. Jazz has  always been a cutting edge art form. It is all about exploring  and pushing boundaries. As boundaries get pushed, what  was cutting edge becomes average and typical. Because of  this, specific qualities d efining jazz can be hard to pin down. Some characteristics:  There are a few guidelines we can list in an attempt to get a feel for what jazz might be:  Improvisation -Improvisation is a fancy word for making it up on the spot. A more  scholarly definition m ight say something along the lines of “spontaneous, real time,  composition and performance of music.” Improvisation is certainly a major component of most jazz music. The improvised solo by a jazz musician is, perhaps, the highest form of individual expres sion in jazz music.   While a large majority of jazz music features improvisation, there are plenty of examples  of “jazz” that do not have any improvised parts in them. The music of jazz “big bands” is often  totally written out. In a smaller jazz “combo” yo u can usually tell who is taking an improvised  solo but it is important to realize and remember that the other musicians backing that musician up are making up their parts (within a certain framework) too!   The “Swing” Rhythm - Once again, there are plenty examples of jazz music that doesn’t  feature a “swing” rhythm, but music that does will always be described as jazz or, at least, be described as having a jazz feel.   Most music has an underlying pulse. Play any song and you will be able to tap your feet  or clap your hands to this pulse (the beat) . Notice that you aren ’t clapping or tapping to EVERY  single note. Some notes are coming in between that basic clap and some times one note may  last over several claps (beats) Play any modern popular music and the beat itself will be quite  obvious.  In most styles of music the beat is divided evenly (those “in-between notes ” I was  talking about) . In a “swing” feel the basic beat is div ided unevenly. The div ided n ote comes in  a little late. So rather than an even “BUM — bum — BUM — bum. ” It comes out “BUM ----bum - BUM ----bum -BUM ----bum -BUM . (hard to write down in words but the following d emo should  explain it better)  Here is a little demonstration of a “straight” beat versus a “swing” beat on the same  tune:            
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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                100% Satisfied Students

                Join 3,4 million+ members who are already getting homework help from StudyDaddy!
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